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Abstract 

Local film companies in Asia-Pacific area should adopt a very anti-free market strategic 

position, considering the conditions faced by FPA members today. A special arrangement of a 

compulsory distribution of the winner of the best picture among the FPA members is such a 

position. Government intervention should be taken into consideration for this matter. For 

example, the compulsory expenses, albeit the flat deal or minimum guarantee mode of 

contract, may come from the pool of public funding schemes of each individual stakeholders’ 

governments. This idea can be realized at least into an agenda of lobbying to FPA members’ 

legislators.   

 

 

Foreword 

 

Local film companies in Asia-Pacific area, in general, have hardly realized gross returns 

in distributing small-to-medium sized national films. They often fail to recoup even cinema 

fixed costs. More often than not films from this region are not able to be sold abroad at any 

time and price. Given the small potential market for their films, Asia-Pacific film companies 

have to find a way to delivering films abroad for survival.  

Co-production and mutual distribution (exchange of market) are among the possible 

ways to emerge. But the question is, are these principles of conventional wisdom profitable? 

Asia-Pacific film companies never dare to think to be Hollywood rivals. It then should adopt 

a very anti-free market strategic position. That is, a special arrangement of a compulsory 

distribution of the winner of the best picture among the FPA members. In order to make this 

arrangement sustainable, profit maximization motives should be set aside for this matter. 

 

Co-productions Solution 

 

How can a film distribution people accept the idea of giving up profit seeking? The 

answer is, again, government intervention. Morawetz etc. (2007) once explores the growing 

phenomenon of international co-productions in the film industry. He points out the industrial 

trend in search of capital using co-production schemes. EU’s co-production schemes are 
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exemplary to evaluate. In order to let its member states get funding easier, Council of Europe 

(COE) in 1989 established a fund called Eurimages1. In the year of 1992, COE appealed 

member states to sign European Convention on Cinematographic Co-Production, which was 

put into effect in 1994, April 1 after a common criterion was developed2 (see Council of 

Europe website： 

http://conventions.coe.int/Treaty/Commun/QueVoulezVous.asp?NT=147&CL=ENG). 

 

Many literatures have covered the definition or category of what is co-production  

(ex. Pendakur, 1990, pp. 194-195; Miller, Govil, McMurria ＆ Maxwell, 2001). In 

November, 2000 at Strasbourg, a Forum of European Cinema was held to discuss some form 

of standard for European identity in co-production films. A system of points was adopted as 

the operational definition of “European” co-production works (European Cinema Yearbook, 

2006, p. 47). For a clearer definition, Eurimages recently formulated “Regulations for the 

support of co-production of full-length feature films, animations and documentaries (2008).  

 

Pros and Cons 

 

Morawetz etc. (2007) posit that the rise of co-productions is part of a wider narrative of 

financial and institutional innovation shaping industrial organization in the film industry 

today. Although Pardo（2006, May 9）call co-production between European countries and the 

United States “marriage of convenience” (a term not very complimentary), co-production 

functions well among large European countries. France-UK case is obvious. Based on 

conditional national treatment, two countries, once singed co-production treaty, will benefit 

from each other’s subsidy programs and recognized by both signatory parties as their own 

national cinema (see Jackel, 1996, pp. 88-92; Bakker 2004).  

On the other hand, Apa and Henning (2005) argue that the fragmented productions of 

European films non the less lead to their own weak distribution, which in turn returns a low 

investment level into production sector (p. 235). As a result, most of films possess no 

bargaining power, lacking the integration of possible value chains. Return of interests is 

therefore often doomed (p. 236). 

Apar and Henning (2005) suggest, then, the supporting measures within cooperation 

among EU members should first of all cut down on the fragmentation and the size of the 

production number. The production value could be enhanced accordingly, and cross-border 

distribution would become feasible. 

 

Mutual Distribution Option 

 

With regard to mutual distribution (or exchange of multilateral markets), the EU 

http://conventions.coe.int/Treaty/Commun/QueVoulezVous.asp?NT=147&CL=ENG
http://apps.isiknowledge.com/DaisyOneClickSearch.do?product=WOS&search_mode=DaisyOneClickSearch&doc=7&db_id=&SID=1C2A18ND9@IHmB5j57E&name=Bakker%20G&ut=000227979000002&pos=1
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example is also a good illustration to examine. Acquis Communautaire3 has mutual 

distribution stipulations. Yet, the imbalance of cultural flow arose. Central and Eastern 

European markets have been distinctively slanting toward the direction of Western European 

countries, while the other way around has never been happening. Having enough cultural 

intrusion from Hollywood, by far Central and Eastern European countries are busy dealing 

with the consequences of Western-led “Eurocentrism.” 

In other words, UK, France, Germany, Italy are easy to make a return of interest in other 

European countries, while the other EU members find it difficult to make ends meet in those 

exchanged markets. This dissonance is clearly delineated in Smaele’s (2004) paper. The case 

has a significant lesson for FPA members. Namely, the movie prosperous areas such as Korea, 

Japan, Hong Kong would be the beneficiary from a similar institutional arrangement, while 

Indonesia, for example, would never benefit. That is, of course, imperfect free market and 

profit maximization are involved. 

 

A Suggestion 

 

Therefore, compulsory distribution is the issue here. To make distribution system 

commercially work is one thing, to arrange it non-profit among FPA members is another. 

This kind of institutional innovation is a big step for the members of FPA. Think of the 

government intervention for a moment. If the compulsory expenses, albeit the flat deal or 

minimum guarantee mode of contract, come from the pool of public funding schemes of each 

individual stakeholders’ governments, things would look easier.  

My point is that, making this idea an agenda of lobbying to your legislators is an effort 

worth of trying. Otherwise, compulsory distribution will never be sustainable, considering the 

conditions faced by FPA members mentioned in foreword of this paper.  

 

 

End Notes 

 

1, According to 1988’s European ministerial meeting’s conclusion, i.e. Resolution [88]15, 

Council of Europe established Eurimages to become the official coordinating mechanism 

for co-production and distribution (see 

http://www.coe.int/T/E/Cultural_Co-operation/Eurimages). 

 

2, Council of Europe in 1992 passed ”European Convention on Cinematographic 

Co-production”, endowing EU members with resources to encourage members to sign 

multilateral co-production treaty among one another. The “Convention” requires qualified 

projects to encompass at least 3 producers from 3 signatory countries to involve in the 

http://www.coe.int/T/E/Cultural_Co-operation/Eurimages
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producing business as threshold (see European Cinema Yearbook, 2006, pp. 

47-48;”European Convention on Cinematographic Co-production,” 1992〔article 2, section 

2〕). 

 

3, Acquis Communautaire are commonly used words to represent all the existing legal 

restraints that the EU members must follow. Acquis Communautaire includes directives, 

resolutions, and rules. 
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